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The Barban-Davenport-Halberstam theorem is generalized to arbitrary algebraic 
number fields of finite degree over the rationals. As an application, we consider a 
divisor problem and a result of Elliott and Halberstam concerning the least prime 
in an arithmetic progression. 
1 
In 1963 Barban [ 1 ] proved the following result about the average 
distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions. 
Let 
v/(x; Q, 4) = 2 A(m). 
m<x 
Then, for any positive constant A, we have 
c i 
q<Q a=1 I 
y/(x; a, q) - -& 
I 
2 
<<x2 * (log x)-” (1) 
(a.qf=l 
provided Q = x(log x)-‘, where B = B(A). Barban was closely followed by 
Davenport and Halberstam [3], who showed that B could be taken to be 
A + 5. Later, Gallagher [6] introduced some simplifications and gave B = 
A + 1. Wilson [ 171 obtained in 1969 a similar result for prime ideals in 
algebraic number fields. He considered the function 
v(x; a) = 2 A(a), 
Na<x 
sea 
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where (5. denotes an ideal-class of the group of narrow ideal-classes modulo a 
fixed ideal q. In 1970 Montgomery [ 131 deduced a theorem which replaced 
the bound in (1) by the asymptotic formula: 
Q . x . log x + 0 Q . x . log $ + O(x’(log x)-~) for Q<x. 
Another proof of this theorem was supplied by Hooley in [7], who obtains 
still sharper results. 
Jn view of applications the following generalization of the Barban- 
Davenport-Halberstam theorem to algebraic number fields might be of some 
interest: 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n = r, + 2r, (in the usual 
notation) over the rationals with discriminant d. Let Pi,..., P, denote positive 
real numbers with P, = PktrZ, k = ri + l,..., ri + r2 and P = P, -a. P,. 
Consider for 0 < a < 1 the set !I?, of integers w  E K subject to the con- 
ditions: 
(w) a prime ideal, 
k = l,..., r, , 
k = rl + l,..., n. 
(2) 
It is convenient to assume for the computations: 
c, . PNn < q < c2 . p”l”, k = l,..., n, (3) 
where the positive constants c,, c2 depend on the field K only. If the Pi do 
not obey inequalities (3) one can enforce (3) by multiplying the Pf by a 
suitably chosen totally positive unit q E K (cf. [ 16, Hilfssatz 61): 
e := ItpI * Pi, k = I,..., n, 
pa =py . . . q =q I.. pt. 
We put 
where w  denotes the number of roots of unity, h the class number and R the 
regulator of the field K. The domain of integration is defined as follows: 
2 < xk < (q)‘“, k = l,..., rf 1 =r, +r2, 
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with 
ek= 1 for k = l,..., rl, 
=2 for k = rI + l,..., r + 1. 
Let q be an integral ideal of K, p f K an integer with (p, q) = 1 and 
then we have 
THEOREM 1. For any positive constant A and for P(log P)-” < Q <P, 
we have 
where j3 runs through the relatively prime residues mod q. The implied <- 
constant depends on A and K only. 
We continue by applying Theorem 1 to generalize results of Bombieri type 
for a sequence of numbers that are products of two primes, due to Barban 
[I]. We put 
fl,(P;P,q)= c c 1, O<b<j. 
o,@Jl* W&t-b 
w,w@3 mod q 
THEOREM 2. Let Q = P*(iog P)-” with 0 < b < f, where A > 0 is any 
constant. Then we have 
c mu Nq(Q (!%q)=l 17,(P;P,q)- ’-Z(b)Z(l-b) eP=(logP)-? 4(q) 
The implied 4-constant depends on A, K and b. 
We deduce a similar result for integers of K that are products of N primes 
in K with N> 2. 
Then we are concerned with the behavior of the sum 
where D(a) denotes the number of integral ideals q such that q/(a). We shall 
prove 
641/13/4-4 
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THEOREM 3. For P, > 1, k = l,..., n and P > P,: 
P(log P)-’ .% c 2 @WlW, - 1) 
WI-b w+%,-b 
P(log P)-’ if O<b<$ 
! P(log P)- l if b=;. 
The constants implied by the @-notation depend only on K. 
In Section 4 we extend a theorem of Elliott and Halberstam [4] on the 
least prime in an arithmetic progression to algebraic number fields. For 
(/I, q) = 1 and Nq > 2 we put 
m(P, q) = min{l\rw; w  = p mod q, 
CO totally positive, (0) a prime ideal}. (5) 
As a consequence of a theorem of Fogels [5], we obtain 
WV q> < (I dl - W)c, c = c(n). 
We prove here 
THEOREM 4. Let f(x) be a positive monotonic increasing function, such 
that f(x) < log x and f(x) tends to i&ity as x -+ 00. Then there exists a 
sequence G of zero density such that 
C* indicates that the sum runs over a relatively prime residue system mod q. 
In our final section we apply a method of Hooley [7] to derive an 
asymptotic equality for the term in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. We have 
N;p Bzdq (n(P;A 4) --& W))’ 
(4.q) = 1 
_ WY2 p2 - + o(P*(log P)-’ log log P}. 
I\/;il logP 
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We should remark that the error term in Theorem 5 can be improved, if 
one is only interested in an upper estimate. We obtain for any positive 
constant A : 
c c 
Nq<P Dmodq ( 
1 2 
n(p;PA)--J&(1) 
) 
(4,q) = 1 
<a, .1(l) *P+c(K) ~z2(1)+O{P*(logP)-A}, 
where a, is the residue of Dedekind’s zeta function belonging to the tieldK. 
The constant c(K) depends on K only. 
2 
Our object in this section is to prove Theorem 1 above. The residue classes 
of integers relatively prime to q form a group under multiplication, the order 
of which is denoted by 4(q). Let x be a character on this group. We define 
primitive characters in the usual way. 
LEMMA 1. We haveforP22, Q22, 
c c 
Nq<Q Bmodq 
(5.q) = 1 (w.q)=l 
+ Q . log* Q . (log P)‘: 
where p runs through the relatively prime residues mod q and C* denotes 
summation over primitive characters mod q. 
Proof. We apply a method which is analogous to the one given by 
Gallagher in [6]. Since 
1 
17(p;P, 9) = 4(q) --x~dqx7P)- 2 x(4 for WO=L (6) 
os91, 
we deduce that 
(7) 
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where x0 denotes the principal character mod q. Each character x # x0 
occurring here is induced by a primitive character x* to a modulus q* with 
q* # 1, q*/q. Since x(cr) =x*(a) if (a, q) = 1, we have 
c x(o)= c x”(w) + 0 )y 1 . 
WSl, ws91, ( 1 OEl, 
w/q 
Let w  E %r be such that (0) = p and p/q. Then we have to estimate the 
number N(w) of units E satisfying the inequalities 
0 < &(k’dk’ < p,, k = l,..., r-r, 
1 &(k)dk) ( < p,, k = rl + l,..., n. 
This number N(w) is estimated in [ 15, p. 2691. We get 
N(w) 4 (log P)’ if P > 2. 
This implies 
c 1 << (log P)’ * c 1 << (log P)’ * 1% m 
we911 a’q 
dq 
Hence we have 
c x(w) = c x*(w) + O{(‘ogP)’ * ‘w WI* 
oat, a&It, 
Combining this result with (7) we obtain 
fiZdq (n(p;pTq)-7-k 2, l)2 (4,q)= 1 (w,q)= 1 
e f%l> -!- g ,z:* / w;, x(0> I*+ (‘w p)2r * log2 m
q’ # 1 
Using 
c L.gL. 
( 
Q 
‘v;$qQ i(q) $(q*) l+ logNq* ' ) 
(8) 
(9) 
we get the statement of Lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf Nq < (log P)” with a positive constant A, then we have for 
a non-principal character x mod q 
C x(o) 4 P a exp(-c(log P)y’), 
OaI, 
for some c = c(A, K) > 0. 
Proof. The lemma holds if P is bounded, so that we may assume P > P,, 
where P, denotes a suitable constant. We have 
c x(w) = c x(P) ’ c 1. oat, 4modq oe91, (4,q) = 1 ~$3 mod q 
Now we can apply the prime number theorem in a slightly simpler form (see 
[ 12, Lemma 6.11). Since x is a non-principal character mod q, it follows 
c x(w) =j&t’) ,y x(P>+W- exp(-c(log P)“‘)} 
WE9t, 4modq 
< P . exp(-c(log P)“‘). 
LEMMA 3. Let Sk) = CosR1x(w), then 
where C* indicates that the sum is over primitive characters mod q. 
Proof. Let ~1, ,..., p, be an integral basis of K, so that every w  E %, is 
representable uniquely as w  = I, ,D, + ... + I, ,u,, , where I, ,..., 1, are rational 
integers. Then 
@J(k) = 1, jp + . * . + 1, ‘p, k = I,..., Ft. 
We shall now apply Cramer’s solution formula. By (3) we find 
pi1 <c, * Pl’“, j= l)...) n. 
The constant c3 depends on the field K only. Let 
%R={(EK;<=l,~u,+ *** +l,,~,,Iljl<c,P”“, j= l,...,n}. 
Put 
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then from Huxley’s result [B, Theorem 41 follows 
Q (P1'2n + Q"")2" 1 jc({)l* 
IEm 
4(Q’+P). 1 1. 
wei, 
LEMMA 4. Let f (x) be a positive decreasing continuous function on Q, < 
x< Q,. Then 
6 (fte,,ce: + p) + j”‘xfw h) . E 1. 
Ql WE%, 
ProoJ The statement can be deduced from Lemma 3 by the same 
method as in Gallagher’s paper [6]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Applying Cauchy’s inequality, we obtain 
2 
-i- T  
L ( 
1 
NzQ Bmodq 
JwP9 4) --&-p 
(4.9) = 1 
Nq<Q Dmodq 
(4,q) = 1 fw.q)= 1 
(w.q) = 1 
We have to study the sums on the right-hand side. By (9), 
c 1 = c 1 + O{(log P)’ . log fvq}. 
we, we91, 
(w,q) = 1 
Applying the prime number theorem in K, the contribution of the second 
term in (10) is 
-g P* . exp(-c(log P)lL2) C - Nq~Q #tg) + (log plzr+ 3 
4P.Q.(logP)-‘, 
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since P(logP)-A < Q <P. The first sum in (10) can be estimated by 
Lemma 1, which furnishes 
+ Q - log’ Q - (log P)? 
Now we apply Lemma 2 to the terms 1 < Nq Q Q 1 
The result is 
, where Q, = (log P)A+l. 
< P2 . exp{-c’(log P)“*} 4 P . Q . (log P)-‘. 
For the terms Q, < Nq < Q we appeal to Lemma 4 with 
j-(x)=x-‘. (1 ,I,+. 
They give a contribution of order less than 
(Q;'. (l+log~)(Q:+p,+~~,(l+l,~)~x).~~,l 
aP.Q.(~ogP)-‘+$4P.Q.(~ogP)-‘, 
1 
with our choice of Q,, since by [ 151 
1 < P ’ (log P)- l. 
ws91, 
This proves Theorem 1. 
3 
In this section we generalize results due to Barban [l, 21 to algebraic 
number fields K. First we shall apply Theorem 1 to prove results of Bombieri 
type for a sequence of integers of K that are products of two primes in K. 
Then we are concerned with the behavior of the sum 
where D(a) denotes the number of integral ideals q such that q/(a). 
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Let q be an integral ideal of K and /3 E K an integer with (/I, q) = 1. We 
Put 
and 
n,(P;P,q)= 2 *** c 1, O<b,~...~b,,b,+...+b,=l. 
THEOREM 6. Let Pv2(log P)-” < Q < PI/‘, where A is any positive 
constant. Then we have 
The implied e-constant depends on A and K only. 
Proof. We have immediately that for (p, q) = 1, 
n*(P;p,q)= c c c 1, 
pmodq WIa/2 fewI2 
(p,q) = 1 W,EW mod q wp5ymod q 
where py z 1 mod q. Using this expression for Z?*(P; p, q), we get 
= c 
I’(i) 
pmodq 
17(P”2; p, 4) n(P1’2; Pn 4) ---@-q 
(P.Ll) = 1 
<c 
pmodq 
(p.q) = 1 
(p,q)=l 
Applying Cauchy's inequality to the first term on the right-hand side and 
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using the prime number theorem in K and (9) to estimate the other term, we 
obtain 
(P,q)=l 
1 
+ 4(q) 
- - P a exp(-c(log P)“‘), if Nq <P. 
To complete the proof it only remains to apply Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 5. Let 0 <b, < eve <b,,N>2 andNq<P. Then 
w,. . .wN’&3modq 
= =+i- . . . L 
1 + O{pb2+“‘+bN(logp)‘+*-N}. 
W1E9(b, %!ERbN 
The O-constant depends on K and b, ,..., b,. 
Proof: We shall prove the lemma by mathematical induction with respect 
to N. The statement holds for N = 2 because of (9) and [ 151: 
= 2 1 f O((log Py+l) * 
I( 
1 + O((log qr+‘> 
wIEab, w)(b2 
= c c 1 + O{P2(log P)‘). 
WIElb, WEsb, 
Suppose the formula holds for N > 2; then we shall prove it for N + 1: 
-i- -s . . . r 1 
O&dq w,$tb, 
a,@= 1 
ON+lE&+, 
w~...w,,r+,~l3mmodq 
= 2 .*. c 1. 
%-b, oNEsbN 
(w,dl)=l (w,.q) = 1 
1 + o(tm p)“‘)) 
N+* 
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c 1 + o(Pz+. . . +y1og P)r+Z-N 
%VEflbN 
= c . . . 
( W%] 
-T- L 1 t O((log Py+ ‘) 
%+lE~bN+, 
= s . . . c 1 + o(~z+-+hqog p)‘+l--N). 
wlE91b, 
THEOREM 7. Let N>2, O<b,<...,<b, with b,t...+b,=l and 
Q = Pylog P)-“, where A > 0 is any constant. Then we have 
-Y max 
&5 (4.q) = 1 
n,(P; P, 4) - - ’ WJ 
4(q) 
. . . Z(b,) 
4 P . (log P)-4*-N+2. 
The implied <-constant depends on A, K, b, ,..., b,. 
Proof. It is obvious that for (p, q) = 1, 
pmodq 
(P,ll) = 1 
Wl’gb, W2Elb, WNE %b, 
qzsp modq 02.. . wpp’ mod q 
where p . p* E p mod q, Now we obtain 
1 
9x 
P modq 
(PA?)= 1 
2 1 -LZ(b,) 
4(q) 
pmodq 
(p.q)= 1 
N 
m2.. .w,+pmodq 
1 -I(b,) ... I(b,) . 
Using Lemma 5, the prime number theorem in K and the trivial estimate (see 
[141) 
C . . . W;B, l*~.P’-b’.(logP)-h+2, Nq<Q, 
WZ%, N 
w2. ’ .wep* mods 
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it follows that 
flN(P; PT 9) - d(q) -L Z(b,) ’ - ’ Z(b,) 
-g p’-bl(l0g p)-N+* . + * c 1 -LZ(b,) 
pmodq W1E91b, 4(q) 
(P.q)=I 0,s mod q 
1 
+ 4(q) 
- . Pa exp{-c . (logP)‘*}. 
By Cauchy’s inequality, 
(P,q)=l (P,cl) = I 
< (log Q)“2 . 
(P.q)=l 
The last term is now in a form such that Theorem 1 can be applied. Conse- 
quently, since 
we obtain the statement. 
Remark. Taking N= 2 in Theorem 7, we have Theorem 2 given in the 
introduction. 
LEMMA 6. Let Y *,..., Y, be real numbers satisfying 
2<Yi<17, i, j = l,..., k, 
Jor a fixed positive number u. Then we have for y > I 
Y, *‘a Y/( 
1 
Yl **a Yk 
= log(Y, **’ Yky) + 0, I log2(Y, **a Y/J * 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on k. For k= 1 the statement follows 
by partial integration: 
1 
.Yl dx Y, 
lo&: Y> = hzw, Y) +O 
y, 
* ( ) logzy, (11) 
Suppose now that Lemma 6 has already been proved for k. Using (11) and 
the induction hypothesis, we obtain for k + 1, 
1 
” dx, . . . yk+’ dxic+, 
2 I 2 b&l *‘* xk+ 1 Y) 
y* *** y/c+ 1 y, *** y/x+, = 
lo&, y* *** y/c+ I Y) 
+o 
log2(Y2 -** Yk,,) )I 
y, -*’ Yk, 1 y, **’ Yk,, 
= log(Y, *** Yk,lY) 
+o 
lois2(Y, I *** y,+,> . 
Our next objective will be to derive upper and lower bounds for the sum 
where D(a) denotes the number of integral ideals q with q/(a). Our main tool 
is Theorem 2. We shall prove the following results. 
THEOREM 8. Using the notation in (2) and (4), we have for 0 < b < f, 
P, > 1, k = l,..., n and P > 3 
2 2’2-‘17fzw -. >‘I-b R.h.(@l p TI (1+Np(&l)) *i& 
+ O(P . (log P)-’ * loglog P), 
where p runs through all prime ideals of K. The O-constant depends on K 
and b. 
Prooj Since 
D(a)= s 1>2* 1 1, 
9/(a) 9/(a) 
lvq< INal’/* 
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we have 
We note that by (2) 
Iw%~,- l)l= fi I W\%p-l(< fi (Pk+ l)=:P,. 
k=l k=l 
With this estimate we now obtain 
>2* c c Cl 
Nq<FWogP)-2r-4 w,Estb W$R,-b 
0pq4 mod q 
A’$< IN(co,w2- 1)I 
=2. c CC’ 
Nq$Pb(logP)-2r-4 o,ER, o+%,-b 
oIw2=1 mod q 
+o c 
Nq(PV*(logP)-2’-4 
c c 1). 
CO,“%,, 02E%,-b 
w ppl mod q 
IN(w,wz-l)l$Nq* 
By [ 12, Lemma 3.41, the error term gives a contribution of order 
rrr0 mod q CAJp~--l=CX 
INal <Nq2 
4 (log P)3’ * r Y- 1 @P. (logP)-2, 
h’q<P’&W+’ Na-q2 
9/o 
since (q) = (al,), (q) = (w;), or (CO,) = (a;), (q) = (or,), if w,wz - 1 = 
a = o’, o; - 1. Therefore, 
wgRb o,z,&b D(w1w2 - l) 
>2. c. c C’ 
Nq(PWogP)-*‘-4 o,e9tb oy~9l-~ 
w p2A mod q 
+ O{P - (hPY}, (12) 
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and an appeal to Theorem 2 and Lemma 6 now completes the proof. We 
have 
=Z(b)Z(l-6) 1 r - 
h’q<@&.)-zr-’ d(q) 
i-0 r ma 
,,$,(pb(&-2r-4 (b,q)=l 
nAJ?A 4) - ((q) LZ(b) * Z(1 -b) 
I) 
1 y2-~lx’lw =- 
rI (l+Np(;-l))*& l-bR.h.l&l p 
+o ( P ~loglog P ( log P 1 
using at the last step a well known result of Landau [ 10, p. 1611, 
N&i&l =aK 
4K@) * <K(3) . log x 
CK(~) 
+c,(K)+O ( log x x-l’“+- , x ) 
(13) 
(14) 
where aK is the residue of Dedekind’s zeta function c,(s) in K. Combining 
with (12), this establishes the theorem. 
Remark. In the special case of K = Q and b = 4 we deduce from the 
general result a lower bound, which is precisely the same as in Barban’s 
paper VI. 
THEOREM 9. We have for P > 3, P, > 1, k = l,..., n: 
1 P .- 
F- T D(W,W,- l)< b(j - 6) log P 
if O<b<+ 
ii Y 
W,alb WZETf-b 
P . (log P)-’ if b=+. 
The constant implied by the *-notation depends only on K. 
Proof. We begin as in the proof of Theorem 8 and obtain at once 
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where u$o, E 1 mod q. 
Suppose first that 0 < b < 4. Then, using a generalization of the 
Brun-Titchmarsh theorem to number fields (see [ 14]), we get (since 
P, < 2”P): 
u;sb wl;,-b D(wlw2 - ‘) < c pb “-9 b 
Nq(Pu2 b e log P 41(q) - log(P - /‘WI 
+ 
PV&&P)V* b - 1% p 
pb (P&+1) 
1 
’ b(j - b) 
P * (log P)-‘. 
If b = f, we proceed as follows: 
+c cc1 
P=<Nq<P{* W,E(% 0$%,-b 
O,O~EI mod q 
=s,+s,. 
Using Theorem 6 with Q = P”*, we see that the first sum S, on the right is 
& P(log P)? 
It remains to deal with the second sum. Here, by [ 14, Hilfssatz 91, we find 
(since P, < 2”P): 
PV2 
s,<-----. 
log P c Pv2<Nq((2”Pp)V2 
-+ P * (log P)-‘. 
This proves Theorem 9. 
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4 
In this section we generalize a theorem of Elliott and Halberstam [4] on 
the least prime in an arithmetic progression to algebraic number fields. 
For (/I, q) = 1 and Nq > 2 we put 
m(/3, q) = min{ ] No j; w  = p mod q, w totally positive, (w) a prime ideal }. 
Let d be the ideal-class of the group of narrow ideal-classes mod q, which 
contains (PO), /3, G /I mod q, p, totally positive. By a theorem of Fogels [ 51, 
there exists a positive constant c = c(n) such that there is at least one prime 
ideal p E 6 satisfying 
NJ < (Id NC. 
The definition of a shows that for totally positive integers a, y E K holds: 
P = (%h (4(a) = Vo)(r)y a=y= lmodq. 
Let EW,,C( = P,,r, where E is a unit in K. Then we have 
P = b-%)7 sW,,=s~Oa=/&,Y=Pmodq, em0 totally positive. 
Therefore, 
m@, 4 < (I4 Nq)e. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof runs in essentially the same way as in the 
paper of Elliott and Halberstam. Let Q be a sufficiently large natural number 
and put 
P = Q . f “‘(Q/2) . log Q. 
Then we have 
P. (logP)-‘<Q<P. 
Let G, denotes the set of integral ideals q subject to the conditions 
tQcNq<Q, 
m(P, d 2 Nq * f 0%) . log Nq in at least d(q) . f - “4(Nq/2) (15) 
residue classes /? mod q with (p, q) = I. 
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If q E G,, we obtain for Q >, Q,: 
W-T d > f . Q - .f(fQ> - lo&Q) 
>+Q.f(fQ)+logQ>P. 
Since ]Nwl <P for o E fll, we obtain: 
n(P;p, q> = c 1 = 0, if qEG,. 
wa91, 
w+ mod q 
We now conclude from Theorem 1 with A = 2 that 
&$I’. Q- (logI’)-‘. 
Hence, 
We take 
k=l 
Using (16) we find that 6 is of zero density. 
Finally, we obtain for q & G by (15): 
#(q)> c* 1 = #(f-l) - 4 modq 4modq 
m(4,q)<Nqf(Nq) IogNq m(ll,q)>Npf(Nq) IogNq 
This proves Theorem 4. 
5 
In 1970 Montgomery [ 131 replaced the inequality in (1) by an asymptotic 
formula, without using the large sieve. Hooley has shown in [73 that an 
appeal to a deep result of Lavrik on twin primes on average can be avoided, 
and he obtains still sharper results. Using the method in Hooley’s paper, we 
obtain the asymptotic equality given in the introduction. 
641:13/4 5 
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Proof of Theorem 5. We begin by following the first part of Hooley’s 
method. Let C* indicate, that p runs through a complete residue system 
mod q with (p, q)= 1. 
If Nq < P(log P)y+‘, we apply Theorem 1 and get an error term of 
order 
6 P2 . (log P)y. 
Hence, it suffkes to consider the case 
Nq>P* (logP)-“A+‘=:& 
We obtain by (9) and Lemma 6: 
= -s =s* zI*(P;p,q)-z2(l)* 
Q,<%<P Otti& 
-2.1(l) c l-1(1) 
( 1 
- 
Q,<&P k-4 
+ O(P * (log p)T+ ‘) 
wei, 
By (14), the second term gives a contribution of order less than 
P2 * (log P)-’ * loglog P. 
Transforming the first sum on the right-hand side, we get 
Q,<Nq<P 4modq 
= c c* c c l 
Q,<Nq<P Omodq wla%, a$%~ 
wlw2w3 mod q 
(0.q) = 1 
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We write S, and S, for the sums on the right-hand side. By (9) and 
Lemma 6 we get 
s,= 1 1 1 + O(P * (log P)T+‘) 
QI<Nq<P o~9t1 
= UK * I( 1) * P + O(PZ(log P)-“) 
(2n)‘Z 
= - * P2 ’ (log P)-’ + O(P2 . (log P)-” + PZ * (log P)-‘), 
Id4 
because of 
c 1 =cQ -x+o(x*-v’“+l)), 
NOGX 
where a, is the residue of Dedekind’s zeta function belonging to the field K 
(see [ 11, Sat2 2101). 
It remains to consider the second sum S,. Transforming this sum, we have 
The sum on the right is now in a form such that the prime number theorem 
in K can be applied. We obtain with (9) and (14): 
-c c c 1 + O(P * (log Py+ ‘) 
Nq<2”YQ, OI+ w2% 
(o,,q)=l 02rw,modq 
=1(I)* c 
1 
- + O(P2 ’ (log P)-“) 
Nq<z*pIp, (&, 4(q) 
=a K *F(l) * 
rK(2)&3) 
L(6) ’ log Q, 
p + c(K) . Z2(1) + O(P2(log P)-“) 
with our choice of Q,. This proves Theorem 5. 
Remark. We have immediately from the proof of Theorem 5 that for any 
positive constant A : 
x c 
Nq<P 4modq ( 
1 
II(p;Pdl)--&p) 
1 
2 
(4,q) = 1 
( a,l( 1) . P + c(K) . I’( 1) + O(P2 . (log P)-“). 
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